Setting a realistic standard for infield mixes: opinions from the experts

Editor’s note: Last year we heard from an exasperated, high-profile groundskeeper who was fit to be tied about an article we ran that discussed silt to clay ratios for infield skins, among other topics. In response, we asked a number of industry professionals to answer these questions: What should the standard for infield mix be? What adjustments from your standard can be made for skins being managed on low budgets? What questions should readers ask of their material suppliers to help get the best results? Here are their responses:

BILL DEACON, director of landscaping and field operations, New York Mets/Citi Field
What should the standard for infield mix be? I believe that the sand, silt and clay percentage should be determined by the level of maintenance that you are capable of doing. As a general guideline you would have lower level maintenance fields in the 70-75% sand and 25-30% silt and clay with the clay being slightly higher than the silt; intermediate fields in the 65-69% sand and 31-35% silt and clay with clay slightly higher than silt; and the professional level 60% sand or slightly below with the corresponding silt to clay amounts, but again with the clay being just slightly higher than the silt.
I think when looking at infield skins the silt-to-clay ratio is very important and should be in the 0.5-1 range. I also believe that the medium sand content is important; the medium sand would be the first three sand values on a particle size analysis test, the 1mm, 0.5mm and 0.25mm numbers added together, and you would like to have that number at 40% or above. I also believe the gravel should be below 3%.
When managing a low budget infield skin the most important thing is to have a well-balanced soil and identify how much time you will have to maintain it and if you will be able to water it. Water the skin as much as possible, but if you can’t water at all then I would personally like to be in the 70-75% sand range, even if I can only water it a little and don’t have much time for maintenance I would want to be in the 70-75% sand range. I would spend the small amount on a test and remember you can always amend an existing infield skin to get it into the range of maintenance that is best for your situation.
I would budget to have it laser graded once a year if possible to help with low spots and any puddles. It is also important to have your infield graded, installed or amended correctly, this will alleviate future headaches. In a rainy climate you want to have some kind of slope on your infield to move water off of it, in the 0.5%-1% range. Try to be creative with your maintenance, ask the teams or parents to rake dirt chunks off the edges and drag it if there are no staff members there that day.
You also must manage expectations, no infield skin is maintenance free but maintenance is easier if it is a good quality material. The last thing is ask questions of different people, I ask people constantly about their maintenance practices, and be positive, no one ever had a good infield skin with the attitude that they can’t do any better than it is.
What questions should readers ask of their material suppliers to help get the best results? Do you test your infield mix and if so is it an independent lab and can I see the results? Does your infield mix contain stones and vegetative matter? What do you screen your mix to? If I am not satisfied with the mix can I send it back? Can you send me the same mix every time I order it? Do you have a client list that I can contact?
LUKE YODER, director/field & landscape maintenance, San Diego Padres/PETCO Park

I think for Little League to High School the numbers should be 70-75% sand with 30-25% combined silt and clay. The silt/clay ratio should fall in the range of 1.1–5. The sand should be somewhat evenly distributed with a lower % in the very fine range and a higher % in the medium range. The fine gravel content should fall below 2%. For a higher maintenance/performing mix you can go anywhere from a 65/35 up to the highest of 50/50. Same rules and numbers apply to SCR, sand size, and gravel content. This could be a custom order for some people who know exactly what they want. For others that just know they want a material that will hold up better and already have the time, budget, and a good grasp on how to properly maintain an infield skin, they could go with a not-to-exceed 60/40. You will see a big difference in just a 5-10% increase of combined silt and clay. Always remember, you can add more next year, but it is difficult to take it back if you add too much silt/clay.

The only adjustment from the lower standard you can do to make it less difficult to manage would be to shoot for the higher sand % of 75 and lower combined silt and clay % of 25. Even this is not going to make a big difference in how it holds up with little or no maintenance compared to a 70/30. The key is getting it installed correctly and trying to budget for a proper laser grade 1x a year. A proper laser grade involves tilling (especially if you are adding new material), matching grade to your existing edges, providing a .5-.75% fall for sufficient surface drainage, and properly compacting in the material so there will be minimal settling throughout the year.

The supplier should try and get an idea of their client’s expectations and make sure they are aware that no matter if the mix passes these requirements it will not take care of itself. Then share with them educational guidelines for install, renovation, maintenance, and make sure they are on board with just how hard it is to keep up a nice infield skin and that no matter how good the material is, it can and will get hard at times and be a struggle. I would rather have a firm, properly graded mix hold up well and stay in place most of the year than have an inferior mix that breaks apart and moves around resulting in bad hops and low areas that will hold water.

Questions to ask: Can you send me a sample? Can you send me the data? Do a test yourself with the sample you get and compare the data. Can I come up to your plant and take a look at your operation and take a random sample then? Do you have a list of references for me to call?

If time permits, the best thing you can do is to take a sample of the actual material dumped at your sight and send it in for testing before installing it. Some suppliers will tell you what you want to hear and if you do not monitor properly, you could think you are putting in a mix with an SCR of 1 when in reality it is a 1.6 SCR. That is a big difference and will be something that you will pay dearly for and regret.

TOM BURNS, consultant, Diamond Pro/ TXI & former MLB head groundskeeper

ASTM’s F2107-08, Standard Guide for Construction and Maintenance of Skinned Areas on Baseball and Softball Fields is exactly what it says, a guide. The document states that the word “Standard” in its title means only that it has been approved through the ASTM process.

The physical properties of quality skinned infields at the professional level and the maintenance required to manage them are vastly different than those of recreational fields. However, there is an accepted starting point for the physical makeup that can be adjusted for the level of play and maintenance that the field receives.

The usual starting point for an infield skin is 60% sand and 40% silt/clay. It is desirable to have the silt/clay ratio to be 1/1 to .5/1. The majority of the sand should be in the medium to medium coarse range. We can make adjustments for those on low budgets or limited manpower by increasing the sand content to say, 70%, and keeping the silt/clay ratio as close to the standard as possible. You can also make this adjustment by adding a manufactured amendment such as a calcined or vitrified material to the mix. Although these materials are made out of clays, due to the heating process, they react in the soil more like coarse sand. These adjustments to the mix will help to relieve excess compaction and make it easier to recover from rain events. However, it should be noted that these mixes will be more prone to erosion by wind, water and excessive play, and proper maintenance is critical to maintain the correct grade. They may also consider increasing the grade of the skin to .75% to help drain excess water.

First of all, [infield skin managers] need to be honest with themselves and determine what level maintenance they will be able to perform. Do you have a reliable water source? Professional grounds managers spend hours each day managing the skin for one game.

I have always advocated that you should try to get your infield mix from a source relatively close to your location when possible. The high cost of fuel has driven transportation costs through the roof.

Know what you want. Ask for a test. If you are on a low budget, you may want to adjust your spec to +/- 5% on your sand, silt and clay. This will get you close to your ideal and may save you money in the long run.

DR. NORM HUMMEL, Hummel & Co.

Having served on the ASTM committee that wrote the current guidelines for infields, I can tell you that it can be quite contentious. Anything you write is likely to stir up a hornet’s nest. Just the same, I have been testing infield mixes for years; hundreds from around the country. Through fielding in my testing experience with personal observations in the field as well as feedback from end users, I have come up with these guidelines that I have used in my reports, with a few modifications.

For most fields: Sand content: 65-75%. Ideally more than 2/3 of the sand will fall into the medium and coarse sand fractions (0.25 – 1 mm). A silt to clay ratio of less than 1, preferably between 0.5 to 1. In other words we want at least as much clay as silt. Infields that don’t have access to water and/or are not regularly maintained should be at the higher end of the sand range. Fields in drier climates will want to be on the lower end of this range.

Professional Fields or other highly maintained fields (access to water and routine maintenance, likely tarped): Sand content: 55-65%, with more than 2/3 of the sand in the medium and coarse sand fractions. Silt to clay ratio less than 1, preferably between 0.5 to 1.

A couple of things that are important:

One of the biggest misconceptions with infield mixes is that they must drain. It’s hard for some to understand when I tell them they have to add clay to make their field drain better. I have seen elaborate drainage systems installed under infields that serve no purpose. In other cases they make the mix sandy, thinking that it will improve drainage. The fact is a good infield mix that is properly installed will not vertically drain, at least not very well. Therefore infields MUST be pitched to surface or sheet drain water off of the sur-
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face. If that is not the case, birdbaths will form, or in the case of sandy mixes, a quagmire. Laser guided grading is recommended. Also, the infield mixes should be compacted when placed, again to prevent vertical drainage and facilitate surface drainage.

PAUL ZWASKA, general manager, Beacon Athletics & former MLB head groundskeeper

For many years, it was believed that a 60% sand, 20% silt, 20% clay was the optimal infield soil. And in many cases it is. But I have tested many infield soils through the past 25 years that failed even though those percentages were met. Through continued trial and error and evaluation, the shortcomings were uncovered and adjustments were made to the generally accepted beliefs.

Sand in an infield soil provides the structural integrity in the soil much like the skeletal system provides the structural integrity of the human body. Sand is needed in the highest amounts in the soil to create the proper structure. However, it can’t be any sand. In order to have the proper structure for what we desire to use the infield soil for, we must look at the distribution of the various sand particle sizes more closely.

In the past decade, it has come to light that an infield soil performs best when the majority of the sand in the infield soil is in the medium to very coarse range. The amounts needed depend on the level of maintenance these fields will see. In general, the lower the maintenance level, the higher the volume of sand, especially that of the medium to very coarse range. What is equally important is that the amount of fine to very fine sand in the soil be kept at a low level. High amounts of the finer sands is one area where many harvested infield soils have failed in the past, even those that had the right overall percentage of sand, silt and clay.

For a professional level soil, which usually sees a high level of maintenance, the overall sand content should fall into the upper 50 to lower 60% range. The medium to very coarse sand content for the professional level should be between 38 to 45%.

Silt has had its share of blame in bad infield soils and rightfully so, for too much silt creates serious problems in infielders. I have tested infield soils from all over the US, and unfortunately, most have too much silt. Because we use mostly medium to coarse sand in the infield soil with just small amounts of fine to very fine sand, there is still a fair amount of large pore space left that needs to be filled to provide the proper soil density. If we leave too much pore space in the infield soil, it may not be stable enough for the soil to provide the proper traction for the player.

To return to the human body analogy, silt is like the organs that fill the large cavities of our skeletal system like the brain, heart, lungs, liver, and stomach. In the past, silt was looked at as its own entity in the soil; however, in recent years we have come to understand that for proper density, the silt needed to be looked at in concert with the amount of clay in the soil. Clay is the glue that holds soil together and keeps silt under control. It has been determined that the silt content in an infield soil should ideally equal half the amount of clay to as much as equal to the amount of clay.

To make this easier to understand, the Silt to Clay Ratio, or SCR as it has come to be known, was developed to make it easier for groundskeepers to make the decision as to whether their infield soil has the proper amount of silt and clay. The SCR is achieved by taking the percentage of silt in the soil and dividing it by the percentage of clay. An SCR of 0.5 to 1.0 is optimum. Infield soils with an SCR slightly above 1.0 to about 2.0 can work provided a topdressing is used in conjunction with that soil to help nullify some of the negative effects of slightly elevated silt content. Infield soils with SCRs greater than 2.0 or less than 0.5 will need some amending with other soils to bring them into balance. So whether you are looking for a professional level soil or something more on the recreational end, the target SCR should always be between 0.5 and 1.0.

If we know that the SCR should always be in the 0.5 to 1.0 range, then adjusting an infield soil to different maintenance levels simply involves adjusting the overall sand levels and the amount of medium to very coarse sand in the soils. For instance, park and recreation fields or school fields that see little regular maintenance or have volunteers working on the field require an infield soil with a much higher sand content. This helps to compensate for the lack of maintenance by keeping these fields a little softer or resilient since they won’t be nail dragged or watered very often and probably have no topdressing on the skin like a collegiate or professional field.

These fields will need the overall sand content to be between 70 and 75%. The medium to very coarse sand should make up greater than 50% of the overall soil.

There have been some very big changes in the recommendations and manufacturing of infield soils in the past decade. But we are merely playing catch-up to our equals in the golf industry when it comes to engineering the specific soils we need for our infield skins. Advancements by some suppliers in the past 5 years have finally brought what ball field groundskeepers have been clamoring for decades. Infield soils engineered and manufactured to very precise specifications that can be replicated exactly, at any time.

The days of settling for the best harvested soil that you can find in your area will become a thing of the past in the next decade as groundskeepers will be demanding engineered infield soils more and more from their soil suppliers. These balanced soils make managing an infield so much easier. Those suppliers who educate themselves and update their manufacturing will thrive, but it is up to groundskeepers to keep the pressure on suppliers to perform.

Groundskeepers have the responsibility of testing their infield soils and those that are supplied to them to know what is in their field and what is being added. You want to know that the soil you are adding is improving the makeup of the skin and not negatively impacting the performance of it. Creating the perfect infield soil is all science, period. The art is in maintaining it while dealing with all of the variables that weather, player preference and scheduling throw at you.

DAVE DWIZLEWSKI, consultant, Gail Materials, Corona, CA

Standard Specifications for Infield Mix:

One of the most important points to recognize is that a standard methodology for testing needs to be established. As of now I prefer the ASTM F-1632 or ASTM D422 procedures for testing infield dirt. Standardizing the acceptable methodology is the only way to compare “apples to apples” when you are comparing infield mixes.

The basic infield mix for city parks, youth leagues, high schools and even some colleges should fall into the range of 70-75% sand with combined silt plus clay ranging from 25-30%. The silt to clay ratio should be in the range of 5-1.2. The fine gravel content should not exceed 2% and the distribution of sand particles should have the highest percentage in the medium particle size fraction. Since a 2 mm particle size is the maximum sand size (very coarse sand) it comes to reason that to achieve this particle size distribution, the parent material should be processed with a 2 mm mesh or smaller screen.

Gail Materials starts our screening process with 1.8 mm mesh screens. Many infield mixes are quite course and are often screened at ¼ inch or 1/8 inch. Screening to a texture of 2mm or finer is difficult especially in wet climates therefore in certain parts of the country it may not be feasible to produce infield
mix in this manner. Be aware, however, that the wider the distribution of particles the more a soil will tend to consolidate. Courser particles are also abrasive. Higher end colleges or professional facilities tend to prefer a higher combined silt plus clay content in the range of 35-45%. With this type of mix the same rules apply for the silt to clay ratio and gravel and sand distribution.

Tips for Best Performance on Low Budgets: This is a tough one because if having a nice infield skin was easy then everyone would have them. The fact is that it’s a lot of work. I do not believe in “silver bullets” products that are sold as “no maintenance” or “reduced maintenance.” We try to educate the end user on Best Management Practices but we also try to manage expectations. We constantly are providing literature, holding work shop clinics and we even produced a free educational DVD on infield skin care. At some point the client has to except some responsibility. We find that cities or schools that value their baseball or softball programs put the time into taking care of the fields. You cannot have great fields without effort.

One management tool that can eliminate many issues is the simple step of tilling the infield skin before placing new material. All too often companies that offer infield skin care simply place new infield mix on top of hard dry skins without incorporating the old and new infield mixes. This causes a layering problem that can affect soil bonding, sheer strength and water movement. Tilling the existing skin is an extra step that is often skipped. All too often we have experienced this skipped step related to poor performance of the infield mix and the end user incurs extra cost to repair. If any contractor states it’s not necessary then that contractor doesn’t understand basic soil physics or they do not offer that service.

Questions to ask you supplier: In order to know if your supplier is educated about their materials then you need to put the time into being educated as well. If you don’t know then how can you tell if what you are being told is the truth? The tools are out there. I think anyone who puts in the time to learn just the basics about soil science and how it applies to infield mix may find out that many suppliers may not know about their materials all that well. Request updated soils tests and check for references, if this information cannot be provided, that should raise a red flag. Ask if the supplier screens their material or is it done for them at a local quarry. Companies that screen their own material tend to have better control on the quality. Also you can always ask for a sample.

____________________________
JAMES HERMANN, CSFM, Total Control, Inc., field consultant

After 25 years working on infields I have come to the conclusion that there is no perfect infield mix. The perfect infield mix would be like the perfect soil. Talk to five different groundskeepers and you will get 10 different opinions on what works best. A safe playable infield is not the result of the products used; it is the result of how those products are used.

A quality infield mix is an infield mix that is consistently an accurate depiction of the pros-
fessed sand, silt, clay ratios. Far too often suppli-
ers will end a discussion on sand, silt, clay content with the phrase “plus or minus 10%.” In reality that makes the analysis worthless.

The more sand a mix contains, the more that infield will erode as the slope and the dis-
tance the water travels to exit the field increase. I would not recommend a sand content of more than 80% for a field with 1½% slope, especially if that slope initiated on one side of the infield and continued all the way to the other side of the field.

A skinned infield is more forgiving than a grass infield and can withstand a mix with more sand content since there is less perimeter turf area to be affected by lip buildup. The aggressiveness of the predominant level of play is also a consideration. A men’s softball field requires a mix with less sand and more stability than a children’s T-ball field.

I believe that before you can decide on the sand content of any infield mix you have to decide on whether or not you are going to be blending calcined clay with the mix. I look at it as “sand sized particles” not just sand. If a groundskeeper anticipates blending calcined clay with an infield mix, that mix should start out with less sand than a mix that will not ultimately be blended with calcined clay. When calcined clay is dry, it is going to react much like sand in a mix except for it is lighter and moves around more creating yet another consideration.

Far too often comparisons between products are made solely on sand, silt and clay ratios without consideration for the sieve analysis of the sand. A fine sand will react in an infield mix much like silt in that the mix will have the potential to be hard as a rock and dusty when dry and goopy when wet. If the field is located in a windy location prevailing winds will blow the fine sand into the turf perimeters adding to the accumulation of a lip.

In my perfect world, less than 20% of the sand would be in the “very coarse” (1mm-2mm) range. The mix would have a maximum of 4% or 5% gravel with no particles larger than 4mm.

Silt is a double edged sword. I prefer less than 8% silt at no more than a 1:2 ratio silt to clay on the fields that I work on because most if not all these fields rely on mother nature for all their moisture. Silt has the potential to make a mix dusty when too dry or goopy when too wet. At higher levels of maintenance, silt can aid in moisture management.

Clay: If I could specify one clayey (silt and clay) content that works on most of the fields most of the time I would say 20%. This percentage could vary either way by 5 or 6% depending on field usage, grading plan etc. This percentage could be lowered as much as 10 or 12% if calcined clay is anticipated as a significant portion of the mix 20% clayey content would not allow much more than 6% silt based on a 1:2 silt to clay ratio.

Tips: More problems are caused on infields by improper maintenance than by no maintenance at all. Low budget facilities rely far too heavily on roll up drag mats and not enough on a spring time or nail drags. A heavy roll up drag uncontrollably moves far too much material, creates unnecessary compaction and brings more coarse material to the top. Every maintenance procedure should support positive surface drainage. More time should be spent on lip management procedures such as blowing or sweeping loose material off the grass.

I repair a few skinned infields each fall for a local municipality. Their crew uses a $30,000 utility vehicle and a $50 drag to manage their fields. They start at the edge of the infield and go round and round, working their way to the middle at about 30 mph and then start around the pitching rubber and do the same, working their way to the outside until the two patterns meet. These fields inevitably have a depression around the perimeter that resembles a moat when it rains. At the same time the pitching rubber looks like a little island encircled by water with a mound of material build up at the point where the two patterns ultimately meet.

Questions: I believe it is the responsibility of the infield manager to have the understanding necessary to make an educated decision on the infield mix he or she desires and require a sieve analysis from the supplier to insure a product that conforms to that need.

____________________________
BILL MARBET AND GLENN LUCAS, Southern Athletic Fields, Inc.

Infield mixes are the foundation to which your field is built. Just the same as a foundation to a house, the infield mix that you chose will
determine what kind of “house” you will have. When you speak to groundskeepers at various levels, from professional to high school to youth leagues, they will almost always speak of how their infield mix plays during the game, the management of the infield mix and what the players are saying about it. With various levels of play, there are various levels of expected quality to the infield mixes. We believe that the infield mix should be consistent and then can be amended to meet the groundskeepers’ needs and wants with field conditioners, topdressing materials and above all, the amount of moisture in the profile.

Standards are hard to determine, due to the regional materials that are presently available on the market. We will focus on what we expect infield mixes to be and how they relate to standard materials. Infield mixes should be in the following ranges of Sand/Silt/Clay, 60-70% sand, 15-25% Silt, 15-25% Clay. The silt to clay ratio can be .5-1, determined by dividing the clay % into silt %. Particle size of sand is as important as the silt to clay ratio. Ideally, your sand should be angular in nature and 60-70% of the sand, should be in the medium to coarse range. An infield mix that has a high percentage of fine to very fine sand should be avoided as it will become unstable. The infield mix must be professionally screened to be free of all debris. Also, you can request a current textural analysis of the infield mix that is being sold to you to evaluate the above information.

Infield mixes can be adjusted to different levels of play by changing the silt to clay ratio. Low budget fields, if they have a loose infield, can, over time add a heavier clay material to the field and create a firmer, safe and more playable surface and get the silt to clay ratio back to the .5 to 1 ratio. Another factor to look into when selecting infield mixes is moisture retention. Does the infield mix retain moisture? It might be overlooked in the process of infield mix selection, but, moisture retention is just as important as the silt to clay ratio. If an infield mix holds moisture, then more than likely, the silt to clay ratio is correct. If you have a lower ratio, it will hold less moisture, thus, not meeting the standards set forth.

What questions should be asked of the company providing the infield mixes? Can you provide me with a current textural analysis of your materials? What is the Silt to Clay Ratio, based upon textural analysis? What is your sand particle size and percentages of each size? Is the infield mix screened and if so, what is the screen size that it passes? What are the routine maintenance practices that are recommended for the infield mix provided? Can we get a different material based upon what our complex needs or wants?

DENA DIVINCENZO, business development manager, Waupaca Sand & Solutions

Although there would be some positives to creating a single standard for infield mix, we don’t believe that a “one size fits all” standard would be practical. Preferences, local availability of raw materials, and maintenance practices vary by region. Standards are created locally. We advise using pair of infield mix “recommendations” based on water and maintenance availability. Our recommendations are derived from our knowledge and experience in the Midwest. We recognize that these recommendations may not be appropriate for other regions of the US.

Field Type #1: Limited or no access to water management tools. Limited maintenance capabilities. Recommendation:
- Sand (2.0-0.05 mm): 65-80% retained
- Combined Silt & Clay (0.05-< 0.002 mm): 20-35% retained
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When puddles and low spots form, remove any topdressing from the affected area, then fill the area with infield mix, compact and grade it, then return the topdressing to the filled area. Remove lips so they do not block water flow and to avoid player injury.

Insist on receiving a current soil texture analysis from your infield mix supplier. Ask them to provide more than one so you can check the consistency of their mix over time. The soil texture analysis should include percent sand, silt, and clay, as well as sand particle size breakdown. Also ask the supplier what size screen they use to remove larger particles from their infield mix.

When considering a new infield mix supplier, ask them for names of organizations that use the mix you are considering. Contact those references to ask how the infield mix performs, how they maintain it, etc.

---

CLAYTON HUBBS, director of operations, Stabilizer Solutions, Inc.

What should the standard for infield mix be? It depends. The first criteria to keep in mind when selecting an infield mix has to do with matching the needs of your athletes’ legs. In engineering terms, load bearing capacity is the capacity of the soil to support the load applied to the surface. The load bearing capacity determines whether we can support the runner’s running motion. Shear strength is the ability to resist failure, usually a sliding or tearing failure along a plane. The shear strength shows us whether we can support the fielder’s side to side movements. The load bearing and shear strength requirements needed to support a professional athlete are much different than they are to support a child or recreational athlete, and your particle size should reflect this.

Other considerations that need to be taken in your decision include the amount of play, available staff, regional weather/available moisture for the infield. Usually, for K-12 and many parks and rec, we see the answers to these questions being: too much, too little, and too much or too little depending on the region. Moisture really is the most critical element. It changes the load bearing capacity and shear strength of our infield.

A study that we conducted with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology shows that at the ideal moisture content of 4%-12% water (depending on clay content), soil receives natural moisture binding by surface tension forces of attraction. This simply means that the right moisture content, a damp soil consistency, is ideal for an athlete to play on. If you are in a very wet climate or a very dry climate, how can we build an infield mix that allows you to maintain that 4-12% moisture in your infield for the longest possible time frame?

Throughout our company’s 30 years of business, we have engineered mixes for new regions. Some regions we work in receive minimal rainfall, some receive heavy rainfall, and some receive their annual rainfall all in a couple of big storms. We have found across the country that for K-12 and Parks & Rec type applications, a good particle size guideline to start with is 70% sand, 15% silt and 15% clay. This clay content provides us with the cohesion needed for our load bearing capacity and shear strength to meet the needs of our athletes. The silt content provides the bridge between sand and clay particles. The silt-to-clay ratio should be around 1. Too much silt and too little silt can cause alternate problems. The sand particles should be properly distributed throughout the fine, medium and coarse distributions. This will provide us with some additional structure, but will also create pore space.

Finally, remember the infield receives 70% of game activity. That means it should be able to stand up to quite a bit of abuse. When in doubt, err on the side of firmness. As long as you stay under the Major League minimum of about 40% silt and clay, you should be safe. It is easier to work a firm field into shape than a soft one.

---

CHARLIE VESTAL, Turface Athletics business manager, Profile Products

It has always been our belief that an infield mix should match the level of play and level of available maintenance. Beginning with the premise that there always needs to be as much or more clay in the mix than silt, the percentage of sand can vary based on the level of play. Parks and recreation fields with sand content in the 65-75% range will require less maintenance than an MLB maintained field with 55-60% sand. Care should be taken to consider the particle size of the sand since fine and very fine sands tend to behave more like silt than sand. At all levels of play the performance of the infield mix is directly related to moisture management. The incorporation of a soil conditioner will help maintain the proper amount of moisture in the mix. While used at all levels of play the need for conditioners is especially important on fields where tarring is not an option.

When considering a new infield mix, in addition to looking at a current test report which gives percent sand, silt and clay and particle size of the sand, I would ask for references of who have used their mix and have similar field usages and maintenance practices as mine. Then go visit the facility and talk with the groundskeeper.
Enhancing nitrogen use efficiency of sports grass

A MAJOR CONCERN of society is to limit the application of water and nutrients such as nitrogen (N) to grassy surfaces including residential lawns and recreational turf. Water is a limited natural resource that must be conserved and protected. To that end, professional turf managers need to limit the use of N in order to protect surface and ground water from unnecessary contamination associated with the use of nitrogenous fertilizers when applied to turfgrass systems.

The conservation of N and water applied to turfgrass systems are closely related because the acquisition of water and N from the soil is dependent on rooting depth and density. As such, any cultural factors or conditions that inhibit rooting may reduce the turf system’s ability to exploit the soil for these growth limiting resources. Eliminating any stresses that create an unfavorable environment for rooting will in turn allow the community of turfgrass plants to maintain turf function with less water and N. Sustaining turf function with less input from water and N fits nicely into “sustainable” turfgrass management practices, which is a term that has grown in popularity among turfgrass scientists and turf practitioners.

NUMEROUS OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities to enhance N uptake by promoting rooting are numerous. All aspects of turfgrass maintenance practices such as height of cut (HOC), irrigation, and N fertilization directly influence rooting. In addition, there are as many conditions that exist in turf systems that are unfavorable to rooting such as excessive thatch, soil compaction, and strongly acidic soil pH, which can further impede rooting and reduce nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) of the turfgrass system. These unfavorable conditions and practices when considered alone may be harmful to rooting. Moreover, when these root-related stresses are active in combination they can interact and can be more inhibitory to rooting depth than any one practice or condition when considered alone.

In addition, many conditions (thatch and soil compaction) or practices (excessively close HOC, excess N and over-watering) that inhibit rooting and the efficiency of the turf system to acquire water and N can also promote waste as runoff and leaching. While runoff and leaching events are wasteful of water, these same practices or conditions can move fertilizer N into surface and ground water, respectively. By maximizing rooting depth and the turf system’s NUE, the ability of the turf system to minimize N leaching is also enhanced, especially for irrigated turf in summer, when high soil temperature stress inhibits rooting of cool-season turfgrass.

The key to sustainable turfgrass management is to keep costly inputs such as N and water to their lowest possible level while sustaining optimal turf function. For optimal function under intensely trafficked sports fields, good shoot density and vigor is essential for wear tolerance and recovery. Furthermore, high turf density is also critical for keeping field related injuries to their lowest possible level. Nitrogen has competing affects on shoot growth and root growth and therefore “balancing N” to achieve optimum turf density and wear tolerance without diminishing rooting depth and NUE of the turfgrass system is important.

Five years of study was conducted at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst to evaluate the effects of five rate levels of nitrogen on shoot and root growth under simulated traffic.

> PERENNIAL RYEGRASS STUDY AREA at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst used to evaluate the effects of five rate levels of nitrogen on shoot and root growth under simulated traffic.

> While the gains in leaf growth are large in response to N there are diminishing returns with added N.
significant increases in shoot density (no. cm-2) and leaf growth rates (measured as clipping yield, g dry wt. m-2 day-1). Leaf growth rates increased with N at a greater rate than shoot density. Shoot density increased with N by only 27% while leaf growth rates increased by a factor of 4.44 (444%). The gains in leaf growth with increasing N exceeded shoot density while rooting depth decreased by a factor of 2 in response to increasing N.

While the gains in leaf growth are large in response to N there are diminishing returns with added N. Unlike shoot and root responses to N, which are linear, acceptable wear tolerance (>6, 9=no injury) peaked at 3 to 5 lb N 1000ft-2 yr-1. Any opportunities to reduce N within this optimal range can provide the benefit of promoting 20% greater rooting and increase NUE without any loss in wear tolerance or recovery. In addition, greater rooting can improve the water use efficiency (WUE) of the turfgrass system by improving soil moisture acquisition with soil depth.

An incremental increase in leaf growth (leaf area) promotes higher evapotranspiration (ET) rates, which accelerates soil moisture depletion and wilting tendencies. The relationship between leaf area and N and their effect on turf ET in cool-season turfgrass is well established. Therefore, keeping N to its lowest possible level without compromising turf function (i.e., higher NUE) helps to promote deeper rooting while minimizing ET. The overall effect of less N is the potential for deeper rooting with lower ET, which may help to lengthen the irrigation cycle (days between irrigation). Any opportunity to add as many days to the irrigation cycle as possible can increase the potential for natural rainfall events to meet the water requirements of our turf system, rather than relying on costly (supplemental) irrigation. Like NUE, WUE can be improved by eliminating as many root related stresses as possible for maximum acquisition of either N or water.

Irrigating using ET replacement (recharging the rootzones based on turf ET) helps to minimize leaching losses of N and water, thus improving the NUE and WUE of the turf system by alleviating waste. Furthermore, irrigating using ET replacement applied at mild wilt (tissue dehydration indicated by leaf roll or leaf fold) has been shown to length the irrigation cycle by enhancing rooting depth in perennial ryegrass. The use of slow release N (SRN) or spoon feeding at reduced N rates are other opportunities to improve the NUE of the turf system by eliminating waste as leaching. So, the opportunities to enhance NUE (and WUE) of turf systems are numerous because there are many practices and conditions that exist in turf that either affect rooting or promote waste or both; most of which are manageable by the turf practitioner. ■

J. Scott Ebdon and Michelle DaCosta are faculty members in the Turfgrass Science and Management program at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. References for this article are available at www.sportsturfonline.com.
DAYTONA infield turf overseeded to produce stunning visual

THE GORGEOUS TURF SHOTS on this page, courtesy of Gary Morgan from Agrium Advanced Technologies, of the 6-acre grass infield at famed Daytona International Speedway, reflect thinking outside the box by Sam Newpher, the Speedway’s grounds supervisor; his crew, Dan Brown, Bob Pearson, Perry Horton and Chris Hanson; and Speedway President Joie Chitwood, who suggested sowing stars and stripes across the field.

Newpher said he was asked by his boss, director of track operations Andrew Gurtis, to get creative a few years ago in trying something different in prepping for the Daytona 500, the Super Bowl of stock car racing and, almost by accident, he ended up alternately stripping with annual bluegrass and darker-colored perennial ryegrass, which worked well. “We wanted to get even jazzier this year,” he said.

“It was fun to do,” Newpher said. “The five of us have a lot of experience getting ready for Speed Week and we were blessed with perfect weather, good temperatures and virtually no rain, so we could irrigate only when we wanted. The grass grew in perfectly.”
He and the crew had a number of ideas but in the end Chitwood approved a stars and stripes, alternating waving banner theme of Newpher’s. “It was fun to do,” Newpher said. “The five of us have a lot of experience getting ready for Speed Week and we were blessed with perfect weather, good temperatures and virtually no rain, so we could irrigate only when we wanted. The grass grew in perfectly.”

“In the past we seeded the ‘football field’ as we call it with perennial ryegrass and mowed patterns in it,” Newpher said. “We’d keep an eye out for disease and so on, but this year because the poa annua is tenderer, we did a preventative fungicide program instead of a curative program. We also have added one pound of nitrogen once a month and will until the races are over (in February).” It took 6 days to complete the overseeding.

But this time around, over Thanksgiving week last year, the crew planted the two grasses based on a plotting by Kenny Bogner with Missouri Turf Paint, who has painted the Speedway logo on the grass for many years. Bogner helped them design a pattern of smoothly waving stripes and six 60-foot stars. Bogner marked out the pattern and Newpher’s crew went to work planting and fertilizing. Morgan reports that Signature Trilogy BT 3-way perennial rye blend was applied at 600 lbs/acre. Annual rye was applied at 600 lbs/acre, he said.

Morgan also said that pH acid and Revert are applied monthly because the Ca/Na levels are so high from the lime rock under the asphalt that drains into the turf and the poor water that is used for irrigation out of Lake Lloyd (pH 8.2). Normal base saturation levels are: Ca, 95%; H, 1.6%; Mg: 2.2%; and K, .7%.

For fertilizer, Morgan reports that primarily 10-10-10 50% XCU and Signature 18-24-12 25% XCU were used. After the turf is cut down to 1.75 inches, Feature 6-0-0 was used only on the Trilogy BT at 6 lbs/acre rate to darken it up and make the contrast even more dominating. Newpher said the day after the Daytona 500, where traditionally the winner spins doughnuts on the infield turf, he and the crew tear up the “football field” to prepare for a motocross race held in the infield area. “While you might think that we’d hate that we don’t mind because it gives us a breather,” he said. “The turf is just window-dressing and that’s just fine with us.”

After the motocross, Newpher said the crew will start sprigging once again with Tifway 419 in preparation for the next NASCAR race at Daytona, the Coca-Cola 500 in July.